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HIHORAIMUM PORI Chief, Plans Staff, PI

THROUGH	 t Projects Branch, Plans Staff

SUBJECT	 s Amendment to Project AEACRE

14 Attaehed herewith is a memorandum signed by the Chief, SR/6,
requesting that epproval be granted to use 2800 of the operational funds
allotted to Project ARAMS for peyment of hospital end doctor bille Owed
bY Edmond B. oorrnow (P), presently under contract to this Agency on bp*
half of SR/t09. Also attadhed is a commendation for THOLt prepared
by the outgoing Chief of SS/6.

2. As will . be noted, pending approval of an 5R/6 project, (=THOM)
has been on loan to that convenient for some months during which tine he
has conducted the Soviet Realities Orieotation Couree under their direc-
tion.

3. This office interposes no objection to such a suggestion, as
presented, and recommends amendment of basic project to include approval
to use WO of operational funds for GOTTHOLn. Additional fends are not
requested to cover this payment.

..—

--("Cidef, SE/DOS

Attachments; Two, in dup.
DECLA SSIFIED AND RE LEASED BYCENTRAL INTEL LIGENCE AC ENCY
SOGRCESMETH ODSEXEMPT ION MPNAZI WAR CRIMES DI S CLOGURE ACTBATE 2007
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10 April 1958

WORANTUM FOR: Chief, PI

SUBJECT	 t Request for Amendeent to Project MACES

1. EgnaggLof the Amendment

It is requested that approval be granted to use $000 of the opera.
tionsl fends allotted to Project MACRE for the_ payment of hospital and
doctor bills . owed aya contract 'wangles, Edmund L 00T7HOLt (?).

2. le Dasta,
a. OOTTROLD, a former or in the Soviet Army, detected to the

Wrest in late 1951, and has been working for the Agenoy 4,1000 early 1952.

be While =VOLD was working for the Agency in Frardtturt, it was
disavowed that two R1S agents had been sent to Germany to locate him. It
was detereined that he was definitely a target of the M I end he was brought
to the U.S. in Ant 1956 under Section 8 of Public law 110 to escape the
RIS overtures.

a. During his employment with ClA, OOTTHOLD has 'served in Germ
ae a REDSOX trainer end interrogator of Soviet detectors, especially in the
establishment of bona fides. Since his arrival in the U.S., he has been eme
ployed for SR/7/tOrs Project ARACRE as an agent trainer, and has assisted
in ROOM operations in research, analysis, and planning of 'specialised RED.
su techniques. He has been on loan to the SE16 Support Ovate* since Seven.
bar 1957 where he has been assigned the responsibil ity- of preparing briefing
material on Soviet defector hamdling procedures, interrogation techniques,
and Soviet realities. He he* also organised and conducted three series at
six week briefings of staff personnel on these topics. OOTTROLD is thus
hreedX7 experienced in operationsl problems and teohniqnse and this emperi.
*nee, contained with his native abilities and industry, make him one' of the
most valuable defector consultants in the possession of the SR DiVia4014 At
the present time, =MOLD is being included in a new SO operational amp.
pert project which mill he submitted to the PT Staff for approval in the
new future.
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3* Reckgreand

00fTMOLD0 on the direct advice of a staff officer, obtained a mt.
vetohospitalisation policy with %teal of Onaha for his o;ther-in-Law
April 1957. A physical exsanotitet vas not required by Metes' for this 00v.
*rage. The mother.404se was subsequently hospitalised twigs. It was nec-
essary for the staff officer to weft in the Russian language while assisting
OMTROLD in filling out bath the application and claim forms for the mother s

-in.law sines Gamow speaks• very little English* On 15 January 1950, Mutual
of Omaha refused to par the hospital hills end cancelled the policy, citing
dieerepaosies in the original application and claim forms. A portion of their
letter is quotedt

"While handling your request for benefits, information was ob.
Wood regarding your paSt health history prior to the issuance of the
policy, and this important information woe not included on your svgs..

cation for insurance* If your application had shown the facts brought
out in your recent claim* our undrewriters could not have issued the
contract applied for, but would have retuned ow money that you had
deposited* Now that eh have this information, At is necessary that we
take the same motion that would have been taken if the fell feats had
been given on the application* or as soon as you had received and read
your policy with a copy of the application attached. Your policy has
been set aside frost the date of issuance, and the enclosed 877 draft
represents a voter* of *II premiums paid.

Negotiations have been in process since January 1958„ the date on
*doh the above latter was received, to attempt to convince Metual that
should pay the hospital bills,. The staff officer has isited Metual
times in an attempt to straighten out the details, emir_	• Jot the •
Casualty Affairs Division hae negotiated with Mr. Jona. * the head of the Ma.
teal Washington office. On 3 April 1958* Mr. Jones stated that Mutual of
Omaha would definitely not pay the alain.

Meanwhile* the two hospitals involved ($239*P3 owed to one sines
July 1957 and 8390049 owed to tvother since August 1957) have become insist-
tint about their long overdue MU* One hospital recently sent OOTTUOLD.a
notice that their bill welt being turned over to a collection agency. The
Office of Security was notified and one of its representative* visited
two hospitals td!lo. promised to Oh* no further action until ?rider, 18
1958. &MTH= also owes $108.to the doctor uho took care of his nother-.in.
law when she was hospitalised*

'tVflr,T)
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4. Justification

It is the belief of the 811/6 Support Branch thht it is in the Gov-
ernment's interest to pay the hospital and doctor bills, for the following
reasons t

a. GOTTHOLD took out a hospitalisation policy with Mutual of Omaha
at the direst advice of his ease officer;

b. It was necessary for the staff officer to assist OOTTHOLD in the
Rossi= language while filling out the original application and
claim. Several errors in translating contributed to Mutual's
refusal to pay the claims;

e. From a security point of view, it is inadvisable for GOTTHOLD
to begone involved in any court action due to the fact that he
was spotted by the RIB while working in Frankfurt, and was
brought to the U.S. to escape their overturea; and

• d, GOTTHOLD is considered to be one of the most valuable defectors
ever empleyed by this Division . (see attached commendation).
It is of vital importance from the point of view of his future
usefulnese to the Agency that he not become embittered and
hostile towerd the Agency.

5, Administrative Arrangements 

A representative from 811/6 will visit the two hospitals and the
doctor's office with GOTTHOLD and will pay the bills in person. At the same
time, a quit claim will be signed by GOTTHOLD stating that;

a. There will be no court action by OOTTHOLD to recover funds from
ether sources for the bills covered by this project amendment;
and

t4 He realises that any future illnesses of his mother-in-law are
his exclusive financial responsibility and that the Agency has
no future responsibilities to assist in payment of hospital or
doctor bills.

6. For further information, please conteel	 31604 n-J" paid.
Ingo extension 3362.

Distribution:
2 - Addressee
2 - SR/7/DOB

1 - C/SR/6 CHRONO
1 - SR/6/C

MN:mg

-	 Chief, 3R/6
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10 April 1950

MFMORANDON FO, Chief, PI

SUBJECT	 Ropiest for Amendeent to Project AMES

1. Perpoile of the AmendM1mt 

It is requested that approval be granted to use $800 of the opera.
tional !lands Allotted to Project AEACRE for the payment of hospital and
doctor bills owed by a contract employ**, Edmund E. OOTTROLD (P).

2.Bi	 Da_seea_ticr_SIA

OOTTHOLD, a former major in the Soviet Army, defected to the
West in late 1951, and has been working for the Agency since early 1952.

b. while OOTTHOLD was working for the Agency in Frankfurt, it was
discovered that two EIS agents had been sent to Germany to locate him. It
was determined that he was definitely a target of the EIS, and he was brought
to the V,S, in August 1956 under Section 8 of Public Law 110 to escape the
EIS overtures.

o. During his employment with CIA, OOTTROLD has served in Oermaey
as a EIVSOX trainer and interrogator of Soviet defectors, especially in the
establishment of bona fides. Since his arrival in the U.S., he has 'been em.
played for Mit/DOB's Project AEACEE as an agent trainer, and has assisted
in REI1SOX operational in research, analysis, and planning of specielised RED.
$OX techniques. He has been an lean to the sg/6 Support Bruno* since NOVOMp*

ber 1957 Where he has been assigned the responsibility of preparing briefing
material on Soviet defector handling procedures, interrogation techniques,
and Soviet mantes. Robes also organised and conducted three series of
six week briefings of staff personnel on these topics. OOTTROLD is thus
broadly experienced in operational problems and techni ques and this expert.
one., coMbined with his native Abilities and industry, make him one of the
most valuable defector consultants in the possession of the SR Division. At
the presort time, OOTTEOLD is being included in a new SE/6 operational map.
port project which will be sObeitted to the Fl Staff for approval in the- •
near future.

s
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3. BOOSISsand
OCNIIKKJ4 on the direct advice of a staff officer, obtained a prig.

vets heepitalisation policy with %teal of Omaha for his 4"ther..in.laa
April 1957. A physical examination was not required by Mhtual for this coy-
ems. The mothor-in.lwe vas subsequently hospitalised twice. It was ne*.*
essary for the staff officer to work in the Russian language while assisting
OOTTROIX in filling out both the application and claim / ions for the mother.
iniplaw since OCTTROLD speaks very little English. On 1$ January 1958, Matas,).
of Omaha refused to pay the hospital bills end cancelled the policy, citing
discrepancies in the original application and claim forms. A portion of their
letter is quoted'

While handling your ropiest for benefits, information was oho.
tamed regarding your past health history prior to the issuance at the
volley, and this important information was not included on your app./1o.
cation for insurance. If your application had shown the facts brought
Out in your recent claim, our underwriters could not have issued the
contract applied for, but would have refunded fur money that you bad
deposited. Now that we have this information, it is necessary that vs
take the same action that would have been taken if the full facts had
been given on the application, or as soon as you had rossisod and road
your policy with a copy of the application attached. Tour policy has
been set aside fronting date of issuance, and the enclosed $7 draft
represents a return of all premiums Fold."

Negotiations have been in process since January 1958, the date on
*deli the above letter we& received, to attempt to convince %teal that
should pay the hospital bills. Th. 'staff officer has visited Itstual
times in an attempt to straighten out the details, andL	 -fa the
Casualty Affairs Division has negotiated with Mt. Jones the head a the Maps
tealWashington office. On 3 April 1958, MO. Jones stated that Mutual of
On would definitely not pay the clads.

Meanwhile, the two hospitals involved ($239.10 owed to one since
Jay 1951 and 2390,1x9 owed to Lather since Angled, 1957) have become insist..
ent about their long overdue bills. One hospital recently sent 0OTT1{OLD a
notice that their bill was being turned over to a collection agency. The
Office or Security was notified and one of its representatives visited the
two hospitals afto promisswito take no further action until Friday, 113 April
1958, COTTHOLD also owes $108 to the doctor , eho took care of his'mother.in.
law when she was hospitalised. 	 •

Z41.
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4. Jmotakeation

It is the belief of the Si/6 Support Branch that it is in the Gm.
ernment's interest to pey the hospital and doctor bills, for the following
reasonst

a. MTH= took out a hospitalisation policy' with Antual of Omaha
at the direct advice of his ease afficeri

t4 It was necessary for the staff officer to sestet OOTTHOLD in the
Russian language while filling out the original application and
claim. Severe' errors in translating contributed to Metual's
refusal to pay the *loins;

e. From a security point of view, it is inadvisable for Gamma)

to become involved.in spy court action doe to the fact that he
was spotted by the RIS Will* working in rrankfurt, and was
brought to the U.S. to escape their overture.; and

d. GOTTHOLD is considered to ono of the most valuable defectors
ever emaoyed by this Division . (see attached commendation).
It is of vital importance from the point of view of his future
upstagese to the Agency that he not become e gibittered and
hostile toward the Agency.

5. Adednistroivehyrementp 

A representative from SRA will visit the two hospitals and the
doctor's office with OOTTROLD and will pay the bills In person. At the same
time, a quit claim win be signed by =THUD stating that:

a. There tail be no court *lotion 111 OOTTBOLD to recover funds from
other sources for the bills covered by this project amendment;
and

b. He realises that amf future illnesses of his mother.in-law are
his exclusive financial reeponsibility and that the Agency has
no future responsibilities to assist in payment of hospite/ or
doctor bills.

6. For further informetion, please contectL	 16014 "Jr' Build.
ing, extension 33620,

k =MAW
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10 April 2.958

RESIORANDUN FOR s Chief, Plana Staffs PI

THROWSs Projects Draneht Plana Staff

SUBJECT	 s Assendeent to Project ARAM

Attached herewith ie a memoranda* signed by the Chief, sg/6,
reipsoating that approve' be grant*, to use $ew of the operational fonds
allotted to Project MORE for payment of hospital and doetor bills owed
by Edmund B. OMR= (P), presently under contract to this Aglow an be.
half of SR/DOS. Aliso attached is a someondation for 00T2HOL1) prepared
by the outgoing chief of ER/6,

2* As will be noted, pending approval of an SR/6 project, GOTTROLD
has been on loan to that oomponent for some months during which time he
has conduoted the Soviet Realities Orientation Course under their dirge.
tion.

3. This office interpose, no objection to such a asegoation, as
presented, and recommends amendment of basic project to include approval
to use $800 of operational !Undo for GOITROUS. Additional funds are not
molested to cover this porments
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